
Spaces
 

parkland
The Yard
The barn
the loft 

HONOUR & CO.  // The Parkland TOOGOOD // The Parkland TOOGOOD // The Parkland 

LOCATION HIRE
Set in 1,000 acres of rolling Hampshire countryside, the landscape at Chilton Manor Farm is
exceptionally breathtaking. There are a diverse range of  spaces to suit many brief with expansive views -
from fields of corn, enchanting woodland, to the backdrop of our derelict shepherd‘s hut.shepherd‘s hut.  
For further information please contact Frankie: frankie@theyardhampshire.co.uk



TABITHA WEBB // The Cafe 

ANGLEPOISE  // The Cafe ANGLEPOISE  // The Cafe 

tHE yARD
Originally a dIlapidated sheep pen, in 2019 local designer Hannah James of Honour & Co.
created a space with the aim of inspiring and delighting. The design and aesthetic brings an
industrial, urban look to the farm's rural, bucolic surroundings. A pared back and organic
aesthetic, is punctuated by aged brass fixtures and industrial style doors which reflect the
shape and style of the black metal rail fencing bordering the sheep fields opposite.
 The Yard Being of historic importance meant that most of the original features within the
listed buildings were kept, adding to the uniqueness and aesthetic appeal of the Yard. 



TABITHA WEBB // The BarnTOOGOOD // The Barn 

TASH FRY KLA // The Loft VIGOUR & SKILLS  // The Loft VIGOUR & SKILLS  // The Loft 

THE BARN // 

THE BARN
The barn is a large,  original agricultural space, purposefully left raw and undone. It has
impressive height and retains the charm and character of days gone by.
At one end currently sits the iconic skate ramp, which has seen the likes of many a familiar
name reside on during live events, and which continues to be a unique and appealing
element of the space. 

The loFT
The Loft is a generous room, dramatic in size and is a space which feels contained and cosy.
With its woven straw lampshades and original, untouched two tone limewashed walls, it
delivers a really interesting and inspiring blank canvas.
*We regret that The Loft can only be accessed by a staircase. 

For all enquiries please contact: frankie@theyardhampshire.co.uk


